Sanitise and steam mop surfaces with Bio
Steam’s Matrix SO8
The Matrix SO8 is the smallest stainless steel cleaning solution that uses
dry vapour steam and UK manufactured equipment to give your general
cleaning challenges an extreme clean. This steam-only model can come
equipped with a steam mop system and a trolley for portability. This unit has a
built in water reservoir to allow for continuous steam production in the boiler.
Floors, kitchen equipment, ovens, grouting, walls, ceilings, showers,
glass, mattresses and windows will be quickly, easily and reliably cleaned
and disinfected. You’ll be impressed with the output of steam from this small
10A model, almost comparable to its larger brother the Vega Plus. Purchase of
the unit comes with the basic hose and tool system, with the flexibility to add a
steam mop and a carry-trolley. More Information

How does it work?

How can I buy a SO8?

Specialised cleaning tools help dry vapour steam
molecules penetrate even the smallest pores, killing
bacteria and forcing dirt and debris to the surface
– without any chemicals! The steam-only system
leaves surfaces hot with minimal residue that quickly
evaporates, for a quick and efficient clean.
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What are the benefits?
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Exceed HACCP and all food hygiene requirements
Reduce cleaning time with instant-dry surfaces
Extend the life of your appliances and equipment
Eliminate detergent build-up for slip-free floors
Save money on water and chemicals
Increase the efficiency of your staff
Be environmentally friendly

Who does the Matrix SO8 suit?
The SO8 is suitable for healthcare, aged care,
retail, cleaning contractors and high end
domestic users that need a simple, safe and
convenient cleaning solution.The SO8 is Biosteam's
entry level machine, without sacrificing the stainless
steel construction or power not found in smaller
plastic machines. This UK manufactured model is
perfect for smaller sites that don't require the
constant grunt of higher end machines, such as
Veterinary practices, aged care, cafes, medical
centres or even a quality unit for around the house.

buy now via PO or CC to info@biosteam.com.au
rent now – for a day, a week, a month
rent now, buy in 12 months – and get a 75% rebate
on the rental cost.

Technical specifications
Steam Pressure
Electricity Supply/Frequency
Power (watts)/Current (amps)
Operating time
Steam Temperature
Heating Time
Water tank
Chemical tank
Stainless steel boiler
Housing cover
Steam control
Electro valve
Electric cables
Safety thermostat
Electrical switches
Power cord length
Weight
Dimensions (L x W x H)

8 bar
230V 50/60 Hz
3000 watts
Continuous
180°C
5L
N/A
3.3L
Stainless steel

10m
20kg
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